
Introduction to 
Handbuilding  
Six weeks 

Week one: Ceramics 101 and Pinch Pots 

What is clay? 
Clay is just dust particles of ground-up rock held together with the 
surface tension of water. If you take flour, and you add water, you end 
up with a dough - it’s kinda the same thing.  
When the clay comes out of the ground, there’s a certain amount of 
sorting, cleaning, drying, combining with other clays and sometimes 
minerals to edit how it performs slightly, but that’s really the basics. 
Clay = Rock dust + water.  
 

How does clay behave? 
A few things are going to happen as you work with clay. And yes, this is a bit of an oversimplification 
for demonstrative purposes, but we think it helps.  
 
Cracks 
Your particles are sitting there very happily under plastic. Water, dust, 
water, dust, repeat. 
We come along and open it to the air, then start touching it with our hot 
little handsies. The water does what it does and evaporates, until 
there’s no longer enough water to hold our particles together, so 
cracks start to form as we move it. It’s an easy fix. You just need a tiny 
bit of water, and to blend that crack together.  
 

Floppy wet mess 
Wet clay feels real good, and we know it’s tempting to chuck on the 
water to “smooth” it out, but all you’re doing is weakening your 
piece.  
Think of your particles again. Water holding onto rock dust, repeat. 
When you add too much water, this pattern is disrupted. 
Water is not known for its ‘stand-upright-and-look-like-a-mug’ 
quality, but rather it’s flowing properties. Too much water and your 
piece is going to start flowing. Again, easy fix, simply take off the 
excess slop, and let it dry for a little bit.  



Tears 
No we don’t mean the crying-into-your-clay tears, but rather the 
ripping kind. Tears are often confused with problem 1. Cracks, 
leading to problem 2. Floppy wet mess.  
As we just discussed, water flows. If you take your piece of clay and 
move it rapidly. Yank the piece about, pinch it and pull it, those 
particles are going to move, but the water isn’t going to flow fast 
enough to keep together. You end up with tears that look like cracks, 
but they’re not. How do you tell? If you rub across the lesion and it 
easily smooths over, it's a tear(enough water). If it’s not healing, then 
it’s a crack (not enough water). Fix this issue before it becomes an 
issue by making considered, gentle movements and smoothing as 
you go. See a tear: fix a tear, before it becomes a crack.  
 
These three problems will take you some time to get the feel of, but before you know it, it will become 
intuitive.  

How does this rock dust-goo turn into hard ceramic?  
We’ve been talking about rock dust, and one of the main ingredients of this rock dust mixture is Silica, 
which you might know as ‘glass’. When we heat this clay to very high temperatures, its composition 
melts together and ‘vitrifies’, which literally means it turns back into glass. (Vitrum is latin for ‘glass’). 
Neato! When we’re talking about ceramic’s in this context, we’re just talking about lumps of glass rock. 
It’s very hard, very durable, and virtually inert without the catalyst of heat.  
 
The process of turning our unfired ‘greenware’ clay back into rock again is generally broken up into 
two ‘firings’ in a kiln, the first at a slightly lower temperature than the second. We call this process 
‘firing’ because it used to involve, you’ve guessed it, fire. Modern kilns are now often electric, although 
some still use gas.  
 
After our work has completely dried it is known as ‘bone-dry’, and we ‘bisque’ fire to around 1000C. In 
our kilns this takes about 24 hours from start to opening the doors again. This removes all chemically 
bonded water from the clay, along with any organic materials. The clay particles bond together to 
create a honeycomb/sponge like structure. It becomes a hard, somewhat durable piece, although very 
porous.  
 
This is the stage where we would usually add glaze to our piece. Glaze is an even finer coating of 
glass. It’s what makes the surface smooth, and completely seals the piece. Once again, we turn to our 
friends silica and water, and create a solution of the two, with some other helpful minerals, that we dip 
our very porous piece into. The piece absorbs the water, and in the process sticks a fine layer of glaze 
all around the work.  We can add all sorts of interesting minerals to a glaze to get it to behave in a 
myriad of ways, both in colour and texture. Although this is helpful to know, there are hundreds of 
commercial glazes you can buy to achieve tried and tested effects before you get into the chemistry of 
glazes yourself.  
 
The second firing, known as the ‘glaze firing’, vitrifies and finishes our work. The clay we’re using here 
is what’s known as a midfire clay. We fire it to 1220C, again over a 24 hour process. Once it’s finished 



you can put it in the dishwasher, microwave, etc. It’s exactly the same material as something you’d 
buy from Kmart - but obviously a million times better!  

Common errors in work  
We’ve talked a little about issues in the clay itself, but now let’s touch on the main ‘user errors’. Things 
we do, or properties we don’t properly take into account when building. Clay is a cruel mistress - you 
can be careful with all the below, and it will still break. Don’t sweat it.  

Shrinkage in clay 
It stands to reason that if we burn off large parts of our clay dust mix in the kiln - the chemically bonded 
water and carbon, the organic materials, etc - and form new, closer bonds, then the body itself will 
shrink. This shrinkage can be quite striking from greenware to a final vitrified piece. The bodies we use 
shrink around 16%. If you don’t take this into account, your nice mug will be a teacup. A quick bit of 
google-math will help you to work out what size you’d need to create your piece in order to get a 
desired size after firing. Example: Google 25cm + 16% gives you 29cm, the size you’d need to make a 
piece in order for it to be 25cm when fired. Too easy.  

Building too high, too fast 
We know, enthusiasm and impatience often go hand in hand. But consider this: when we’re working 
with clay it’s pliable rocks. It’s movable, and allows us to manipulate it into the shapes we require 
before drying hard. But being rocks, it’s also heavy. When we’re adding layers, we can build up too 
fast, before the lower levels have had a chance to dry out and lose their pliability. The weight of the 
upper layers, weigh down on the lower, causing warming, slumping, cracking. Waiting for your piece to 
become ‘leatherhard’, or firm up, before adding the next layer will make sure your form keeps its 
integrity.  

Joining work together correctly 
If you want your joins to join, then make sure you crosshatch the area, add some watery clay-good, 
known as slip, and really take your time to join and smooth. Add reinforcing noodles of clay if needs.  

Joining work together with different moisture contents, or uneven 
drying 
Work shrinks as it dries. This means ideally, if you’re adding appendages, you want to join these while 
the two pieces of clay are at the same stage of drying - the same moisture content. This means one 
piece isn’t going to shrink at a different rate as the other, and pull itself apart. The same goes for 
drying. If you’ve a chunky mug, and a thin handle, your mug is going to dry slower than your handle, 
and probably crack the handle. Give your work a fighting chance by covering it as it dries, so it can 
slowly and evenly shrink.  



Air or moisture in our piece during the firing process 
We know when we fire, our clay hardens. We also know that air/gas expands with heat and water 
evaporates into gas. When we trap air bubbles in our piece, by folding, layering, incorrectly smoothing 
applique, slapping on pieces willy-nilly, or when we don’t wait for the Greenware to fully dry out the 
Bone dry stage, this gas has nowhere to go but through our now hard clay. Pressure builds, and 
BOOM, the gas escapes via the wall of your piece in a nice little explosion. It’s not good for the kiln. It’s 
very not good for your work, which is now in pieces. Once work has been bisqued it can’t be joined 
back together, so be careful not to let your work go to waste. 

A note on tools 
You don’t need much for handbuilding. Yes, you can buy expensive tools, but just raid your kitchen 
drawers!  

● Something to cut clay blocks: A wire, fishing line, or dental floss.  
● Something to score:  A needle tool, a fork, a kebab stick  
● Something to smooth: A rib, a credit car 
● Something to add texture or carve, if you’d like 
● A sponge 
● A water bowl 
● Plastic to cover drying work or a wet tea towel to keep work moist. 

 

Pinch pots 
Let’s get making shall we. Pinch pots are probably the easiest way to create smaller work, but versatile 
enough to build off of. Just because it’s used in primary school, don’t knock it. It’s a go-to for mocking 
up work, and will get you used to manipulating clay.  



 



Week two: Coiling  
 
Coiling is possibly the most versatile method of building with clay, allowing for freeform handbuilding 
that you can really take in any direction.  
 
Traditionally, you’d take a ball of clay, and roll it into an even sausage/coil of clay, around slightly 
larger than the desired thickness of your wall. You’d then wrap it around and around, scoring, slipping 
and smoothing as you go.  
 
It’s possible to freeform your work, or to support it as you go with the addition of newspaper stuffing, or 
make over a slump mold. You will need to remove or invert this before your work is too dry or it will 
crack.  
 
We’re going to give you a slightly modified version, where the coils are slightly flattened and blended 
as you go. A kofte as opposed to a sausage, if you will. The benefit of this is it's slightly faster as it 
removes the need to score and add water, the latter of which can weaken your work as you build 
higher if you don’t wait for it to dry enough. It works well, provided you’re closely following the golden 
rules of coiling:  

a) You ensure each of the clay additions are the same thickness.  
b) Each addition is securely joined to its predecessor and the level below.  
c) You build one ring at a time, and pay close attention to drying as you go to prevent slumping 

from weight.  
 
 



 



Week three: Slab work and Inspiration 
A slab is an evenly rolled-out or bashed pancake of clay. It’s used when we want sheer faces of work. 
A platter, a smooth curve, a straight wall. Sounds great, right!  
 
In theory, yes, however, when we’re working with large sheets of clay it can be very tricky to move, to 
ensure even compression of the clay, even thickness. When joining it needs to be dry enough to 
support its entire weight, and the join needs to be strong enough to resist the torque of the whole sheet 
as it dries and shrinks. You can use slump or hump molds but you need to release them at the right 
time or it will cause stress cracks. Scared yet?  

Exercise three: Slab a vase 
 

1. Bash out the clay to an even thickness using the flat part of your palm. Lift and flip as you go, 
then use a rib to really smooth.  

2. Cut out your shapes. Leave to dry to ‘leatherhard’. 
3. Score and slip your work together. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Major work - Homework 
Now you’ve an understanding of the three main handbuilding techniques, it’s time to explore how we 
can apply them to our own creative style. We’re going to work on the one project in weeks 4 and 5, 
and you’ll be able to take home between the two weeks if you’d like extra time.  

Surface design review: Texture, underglaze and glaze.  
While your work will be nothing without the build, surface design is another very important aspect of 
your piece.  
The combinations are limitless. We’ve a few boards you’d like to look at for ideas, but you may have 
others. 
  
At the greenware leatherhard stage 

● Texture 
○ Applique (adding to your work) 
○ Stamping  



○ Carving and mark-making 
● Sgraffito, applying underglaze and scratching a pattern back into it 

Bisque stage 
● Underglaze (coloured ‘paint’) for illustrative work 
● Glaze to colour and coat your work. Limitless combinations of dipping, pouring, layering. 
● Wax resist and taping, coving areas to avoid glaze/underglaze in that area 

Overglaze (we won’t cover) 
● Metallic lustres, engobes, and overglazes 
● Enamel paints for sculptural work only 
● Adding on other materials - wooden handles etc.  

 

Where to find inspiration - your homework 
This week spend some time working on what you want your 
major project to be. A great place to start is pinterest.com. 
Say you wanted to create a fruit bowl. Start by searching 
‘fruit bowl ceramic’ then see where it takes you. We are NOT 
copying someone else's work, but theres a phrase ‘steal like 
and artist’. Use those who’ve gone before you to inspire your 
own work, using your own vibe! 
 
You can make a mood board, sketch your design, write a 
poem, do an interpretive dance, however you wanna work is 
ok by us! Just make sure you have a plan ready to briefly 
explain to the class next week.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Week four and five: Major works 
During week four you’ll explain to the group your idea, where the tutor will give some helpful 
suggestions. Then you’ll build your work, and can take home if you feel you’d need extra time during 
the week. During week five, you’ll apply finishing touches. If you’re applying texture and underglaze 
with sgraffito, this is the week to do so. You won’t be able to take home your work as we need to 
bisque fire it, ready for glaze week.  



Week six: Glaze week!  
As we mentioned in week one, glazing is the final stage of our process. It’s a thin layer of glass that 
coats our work and ensures it’s completely watertight, and it’s decorative. A double whammy!  
You’ll have seen our glaze board in week three but you can refer to this for your work.  
 
Some important points on glaze 

1. Underglaze generally goes on first, glaze goes second. However, our wizard white is very 
special, and you can apply underglaze over the top for a majolica effect!  

2. As with clay, glaze has a set firing temperature and a shrinkage rate. All of the glazes we 
provide will match the clay we use, but if you’re working on your own, make sure you choose a 
glaze with the same firing temperature as your clay, and you do tests with the clay before you 
use it on large works.  

3. We’re using dipping glazes, but it is possible to brush on your glaze. These glazes are labeled 
as such - just follow the instructions of the back.  

4. Our dipping glazes are designed to have two second dips, twice, with  
5. Wipe your bum! Glaze sticks to anything it touches during the firing process, so if you have any 

at all on your base, it will stick to the kiln shelf and ruin your work. Worse, it will ruin the kiln 
shelf, and no one likes a grumpy kiln technician! Just use a wet sponge to clean.  

6. Glaze can run, so it’s wise to leave a little space at the base for this. 
7. Avoid glazes containing toxic metals such as lead, cadmium and barium. Commercial glazes 

will have instructions on how to safely use them.  
 
 
 
 


